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Abstract

The problems of the methodology of historic cognition have always been related to the most difficult and simultaneously the most interesting themes for historians and philosophers. The current period of the historic cognition development has been recognized by scholars as the epoch of crisis, the reason of which is the fallibility in the epistemological foundations of the two doctrines, which until now have determined the theoretical understanding of the historical process - positivism and historical materialism. And in order to overcome the crisis the historians need to make the search of new methodologies and methods of historical cognition more actively. In this paper the etymology, ontology and genesis of the main methodological approaches in historical cognition are researched on the basis of the analysis of the work of the historians, philosophers, social anthropologists, and others. Relatively to some important methodological problems, the author describes out her own vision and makes the conclusion that the anthropological approach is the latest methodological approach to the cognition of history. It does not go beyond the outlet of the old scientific paradigm, so it can not provide the principle of historicism of exit out of the state of crisis. And she drews attention to the fact Here is caution required that philosophers and historians focus on the problems of time, including historical, whereas paying little attention to the problems of space. In this plane, basing on interdisciplinism, as the author supposes, there have to appear a new discovery of the world importance, which will change the old paradigm of science in general, and historical in particular. At the same time, the author warns against haste in the matter of changing the world-view principle of anthropocentrism to anthropomorphism, in the way as some modern physicists are appeal to.
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**Actuality of the theme.** The problems of the methodology of historical cognition have always been related to the most difficult and simultaneously to the most interesting themes for the historians and philosophers. After all, modern anthropology, by A. Portman’s state, that the presence of spatio-temporal representations precisely distinguishes the individual from the world of animals [14, p. 203], historical consciousness is precisely based on the axis of spatio-temporal coordinates, so it is the main thing that distinguishes the man from animals, which have no history, as well as no culture. It is clear that the study of the problems of the methodology of historical cognition has both general scientific and great humanitarian importance.

**The state of the scientific development of the theme.** M. Block [2], A. J. Toynbee [32], R. J. Collingwood [17], F. Broduel [See. 15], K. Popper [29], M.A. Barg [1], B.M. Kedrov [16], S.M. Krymsky [20], M. Braichevsky [See. 10] and others made their efforts to study the problems of the methodology of historical cognition. V.I. Vernadsky and T. Kuhn’s works in the methodology of science did not lose their importance [13; 22]. Nevertheless, the current period of the development of historical cognition is recognized by the scholars as the epoch of crisis [30], the main reason of it was carried the fallibility in the gnosiological foundations of the two doctrines, which until now have determined the theoretical understanding of the historical process – positivism and the historical materialism. So all the works which is written within these doctrines are important, but they bear the crisis footprint, so to find the way out of it the historians need to search for the new methodologies and methods of historical cognition actively.

**The purpose of the article:** to show the genesis of the main methodological approaches in historical cognition.

What is the methodology in historical cognition? The researchers often correlate to the methodology only the set of
methods of historical cognition. This is not an error, but it is not correct. Approaches and their practical application is a research method. The methodology is a much wider and much more intensional concept. **The methodology of historical cognition** it is the general laws and their demonstration in the historical process, the theory of the historical process, the mainest concepts of history, the principles and methods of historical cognition (as we can see, the methods appear in the definition of the methodology at the very end). The development of cognition lies not only in the construction of a complex system of logical thinking (Analytical Method. Non), but also in the processing and qualitative improvement of the foundations on which this system is based (the Synthetic Method, Sic). And than larger area which the figure of the logical foundation describes, than more perfect the process of cognition itself is. The **paradigms of the historical process** develop particularly in this plane. It is impossible to radically change the methodology without changing the paradigm. The paradigm is based on the following foundations:

1) **latent picture of the world** (disciplinary matrix, by T. Kun, or geshtalt). It has on the base the whole space— it is the time. On the base of the position that spatio-temporal representations are based on the idea of the shape of the planet, we could carried out, that the thought of mankind against the shape of the planet was completely natural. It is corresponding to the genesis of the Platonic bodies in the embryo, and particularly there was alternation of forms of *sphere and cube* in it. This corresponds to the main periods in the history of mankind and its science as follows: Antiquity (sphere) → Middle Ages (cube or square) → New time (sphere - from the time of Copernicus) → Modernity (icododecahedron, with the tendency toward the “star tetrahedron” da Vinci, that is a cube form). Relatively, the latent picture of the world was changing, and with it the paradigm of the historical process did [4, p. 44 - 45];
2) **the principle of cognition.** This position is very important for cognition in general and to historical in particular. Here we have the picture: Antiquity - the struggle of anthropomorphism with anthropocentrism → Middle Ages - the victory and domination of anthropomorphism → New time - the victory of anthropocentrism and its domination until our time.

Nowadays, the modern natural science tries to intervene into the field of humanities in order to change the principle of anthropocentrism to anthropomorphism. Based on the latest Physics achievements, the philosophical theory of eonosophy was created [See: 27]. But it has not come into historical science, The paradigm of the history understanding remains old, although the latent picture of the world is already changing, because in academic anthropology the concept “Space” has come since the 1920’s, and the man is increasingly seen as a space phenomenon [35]. However, because of the unchanging principle of cognition, historical science continues to be present in the frame of old paradigm. But the principle and the method are exceptionally important things that can undermine even the picture of the world and with it the whole understanding of the history. In historical science there is own principle of cognition - the principle of historicism. Here we agree with M. A Barg that the type of historicism is as objectively given to the historian as the type of culture is given to the contemporary of this era [1, p. 24]. Historians paid more attention to the changes of historicism in time and developed its time typology. And with the study of the spatio factor in science there is a problem [19], which also affects his study in the genesis of historicism;

3) **in the paradigm of the historical process, the basic idea has the concept about space and time.** In our study [4], we have proved that the “reflectivity” of thought (so to say “mesh” of thought) in ideas about time is the main sign of the birth of a new paradigm of history in the past. Today it is not enough.-
scientists do a lot of work, but this does not give a result (a new paradigm), therefore, logically, it is necessary to “turn” the idea about space.

Obviously, the development of historical cognition is closely connected with the development of the man thinking itself. Philosopher. Yu. Rothenfeld states that during the thought evolution, there were three stages. The difference between them lies in the use of different categories of concepts. These are classification (qualitative), comparative and quantitative (metrological) concepts [DOC.: 31]. Clarifying Rothenfeld, we propose the following scheme of genesis forms of human thinking:

- philological thinking (with its two kinds / degrees / mythological and literary). This includes all mythology and religion, as well as ancient philology. The foundation is to operate of classifying (qualitative) concepts. It is, so to say, “love to the word”;

- philosophical (emerged as a philological opposition in the Antiquity time). Foundation – using the comparative concepts. This is “love of a wise word” These two types of thinking are the types of thinking of the ancient man. Let's contrast them with the forms of historical cognition. A pragmatic historiographic tradition arose (from the Aristotelian mimezis theory) on the basis of the first type in the time of Antiquity; and on the basis of the second - paradigmatic type (is stretching from Sokrat and his disciple Ephora). They are existing all the time, only in one or another period, and in one or another culture dominates one or another.

And from the XVIII century has being developed a new type - scientific thinking. The foundation is to use of quantitative concepts. This is “love for the exact word”. But today this is applied only to the exact sciences. All other sciences operate with all the set of above-mentioned concepts, in condition of the
predominance of quantitative ones. Consequently, the process of development of scientific thinking of the mankind is still ongoing. From the same XVIII century in the historical science of the genesis of the pragmatic historiographical tradition gave us a *civilizational* model of history (from G. Rickert), and the genesis of the paradigmatic – gave *formational* (from K. Marx and F. Engels). As we can see, new historical thinking corresponds to the new form of thinking, and, consequently the new methodology of historical cognition. But today both the doctrines, which determined the theoretical understanding of historical development - positivism and historical materialism, proved their insufficiency, as we noted above.

In general, in the historical cognition of the mankind is distinguished THREE methodological approaches of the consideration of the historical process: 1) traditional, classical; 2) non-classical, associated with the disclosure of the non-linear course of history; 3) anthropological (modern).

I. **Traditional methodological approach, or linear.** In it, the history is considered in the traditions of the Enlightenment, and not so much in the traditional educational sense, but in the style of the Frankfurt school T. Adorno and M. Gorkimer. Linear approach to the history also passes through all Middle Ages. In the form of different Theories the progress has come to our day. Another model of history - *cyclic* - arose even in the times of ancient cultivation civilizations, It received a philosophical interpretation in Ancient Greece (Plato, Stoics). The materialist conception of history with its five socio-economic formations became the quintessence of the linear model of history. The cyclical model of history after the collapse of the ancient world goes back to the background, but becomes alive again - in the Arabs at the end of the XIV century. (Ibn Khaldun), among the Europeans there are the Renaissance thinkers and their ideological followers. And later after the crisis of
progressiveness, in M. Danilevsky, K. Leontiev, F. Nietzsche and O. Spengler. Regarding the modern approaches of Western historians, it must be said that the civilization model of history inherent in them is the demonstration of the same ancient pragmatic of historiographical tradition. However, in general, it fits into a linear approach to the study of history [34, p. 25]. The principle of historicism does not stand still, it is developing (M. Barg, I. Boychenko [3] wrote about it). History has already passed two stages of development - practical (from the myth as a type of history to the times of J.Vico, XVI century.) And theoretical (from J.Vico to this day). Each stage was completed by a crisis, and the current state of the crisis in the methodology of the history testifies that historicism is coming into the new stage of its development. It is no coincidence that the so-called “Radicalized historicism”, as pointed out by the representatives of historical anthropology. Radicalism is the first sign of crises. And, accordingly, there are objective processes of development of scientific thought and, hopefully, we will see the result soon.

II. Nonlinear approach. This approach is opposed to the traditional, it was emerged as its opposition, so this is still connected with it (the paradigm is the same, and this is its binary oppositions). Origins of it are in romanticism (first of all, in Schelling). This approach proved the inability of the educational interpretation of the laws of the history as the laws of intellect. This is especially noticeable in J. Michelet. K. Marx had the features of nonlinearity - it is his “Asian method of production”, which did not fit into any of the five socio-economic formations, testified to the existence of nonlinearity in Marx’s History understanding. The modern stage of non-linear comprehension of history is a synergistic approach. From the list of philosophers from the past G. Leibniz was the closest to such understanding of the structure of the existence in the aspect of its dynamics. In the recent decades, the synergetic concept of the Brussels School I. Prigogine describes the transformation of systems in
the categories of probability and chance. Synergetics gave the opportunity to see the order in a such complicated macrosystem as a society, however the order is not static, but one which is realized through social fluctuations, points of the spontaneous selection, bifurcation [26, p. 12 -17]. We could notice that this is, in principle, nothing other but a pulsation that will bind synergy to the next approach in the development of historical cognition.

III. Anthropological approach. “Anthropologization” is the leading trend in the development of the all world science now. In historical science, this trend is demonstrated as a process of transformation from the historical description of socio-economic or political-state systems into the history of a man. Sciences’ attention is attracted more and more the subject of the study of the “School of the Annals”, which gave out of itself to the world “the master of time and space” F. Braudel [11], or “new” school Annals “etc. A.Jacques Le Hoff [23] generally became the founder of socio-historical anthropology. They can say that in the West the history, as history itself, disappears, it is transforming into historical, social, socio-historical anthropology.

The anthropological approach developed in the linear bosom and being genetically linked with it came out of this as its opposition. But the fact, which the anthropological approach is placed on the top of the corner of the history, is also not something new. About human centerism, as the history regularity, wrote Epipurius, stoics, sophists, Socrates, Cicero, Seneca, B. Pascal, G. Skovoroda. And about the important role of self-cognition and self-realization of man in history, wrote Augustine, Pelagius, all Medieval historiosophy, Leibniz, Shaftesbury et al. We also involve the modern “quantum psycho-history” of the Ukrainian historian V.A. Morgun to this methodological approach. He compared the cycles of pulsation (see above about synergy) of all individuals of the space and
made an attempt to give the definition of “man” - it is “an individual combination of waves of space-time” [24, p. 204]. Quantum psycho-history itself is based on physical cycles [25], and gives the opportunity to calculate the cycles of global change in human society. Its main cycle is 405 years. We supplemented it with the allocation of the small cycle, where the visible cycle of the science development is 40 years [4, p. 350]. Dokuchaev, as well as Maximov, Voyloshnikov and others who were criticized in the USSR for "geographic determinism" payed their attention to this. The interest in research of a systemic nature grows in the “hot” 40 years, and in the “cold” periods, the preference is given to applied research. It is the doctrine that emphasizes the dominant role of the man in the biosphere. Consequently, the anthropologization of modern science is the lastest flash of the “cold cycle” of the climate, which was ended with the twentieth century.

Therefore, this methodological approach of historical cognition should be recognized as one which is existed within the old paradigm of the historical process. So, it is the time – for emergence of a new methodological approach, because in the yard – it is obvious warming of the climate. In the historical science, such approach, according to our belief, will lie in the plane: 1) the change of the principle; 2) the change of method; 3) the change of the conception about space dimensionality.

As a result, there is the change of the world picture (disciplinary matrix), that is, the geshtalt switching. But before all, there have to be a new discovery of the fundamental importance, which is the base of a new scientific paradigm at all the times. Just after that there will appear a new scientific paradigm in general and the historical process in particular. And here we draw our attention to the fact that V. Morgun highlighted the western type of thinking - rational-individualistic, visual, cold, violet, based on the effect of compression (Doppler
effect); and eastern - sensory-collectivist, auditory, warm, infrared, based on the effect of expansion (Antidoplestor effect). He is not alone, V. Kudryavtseva is also expressed such views [21], and O. Panarin imposes it on the civilization map of the world [28]. But all this is just a statement of the general characteristics. The spatial division of the types of thinking into “western” and “eastern” is important, but it is not absolute. Scientists have long seen two types of thinking in science – “Aristotelian” and “Platonic”. The first can be compared with the Western type of thinking (left-hemisphere) determined by B. Morgun, and the second one with the “Eastern” (right-hemisphere). Most of the scientists now belong to the “Aristotelian” type of thinking. But for the development of science, both types of thinking are needed. In addition, it should be noted that as Platon as Aristotle belonged to similar spatial and temporal range, and to one culture. Therefore, the concept of “western” and “eastern” types of thinking do not belong to simple geography, but reproduce different, and even opposing trends in the development of a particular culture, as well as the science (which is objective, because the binary characterise the plasma of consciousness [Report: 12]). And here it would be appropriate to tell (using the well-known metaphor, which dating back to Tertullian, and used it by the “Ukrainian Toynbee” Yu Pavlenko,) that two dimensions of the perception of history - one internal, which belongs to “Jerusalem” and the second, external, which belongs to- “Athens” were historically formed. In the first dimension there are people with “Platonic” type of thinking, and in the second one - with “Aristotelian”.

Today, everything in science is spinning around the main ideological principle, therefore, historicism as a principle of historical cognition can not go out of a state of crisis. So far, anthropocentrism is a “sacred cow”, which historians are daring to touch (“meta-history” must be remembered), but very cautious. We will say that if the definition “Space” is already in
science valid for a long time, and, if we say “A”, we must go to “Z”, it means to make it the object of science. It will be necessary to identify its structures, to define them and to establish how it affects humanity. We are convinced that person who does it will become new Copernicus.

And in this connection, (as well as to actualize the problem of space in the methodology not only of historical cognition, but also the science in general,) we draw attention to the fact that in the medieval Muslim world, the theory of “seven climates” (al-akalim, in arab), that goes back to Eratosthenes, became the methodological basis of all cosmographic Arabic works. Arabs do not pay great attention to it. I. Konovalova analyzes the Round Map of al-Idrisi (1154), where clearly see the separation of planet in seven climates: “The separation of maps in climates and sections is done by al-Idrisi only mechanically and has nothing common with definition of geographical latitude and longitude” [18, p. 45]. Modern scholars do not know what al-akalim is. It is believed that those are just the simple geographic zones of the planet, and their free separation, as well as the difference in old maps with modern one in reproduction of the geography of the planet, is the disadvantage of ancient geographic knowledge. However, the Arabs used different terms about the concepts: “the face of the planet” (its own appearance), “the image of the planet” (its representation) and “the picture of the Earth” (map), therefore they believed that this is not the same thing. At the same time, the “picture of the Earth” they described in the space of “seven climates”. And the Byzantine Greeks, in which the Arabs borrowed this methodology, the term “seven climates of the universe” is existed [33, p. 129], however is not investigated at all.

Take the classical definition of the "Iklim" ("climate") by Yakut al-Hamavi: "The I climate was named like this, because it was”cut off” from the land that borders it”[36, I, s. 41].
Consequently, the climate is a portion, and it is from the Earth. So how can this be its simple geographic area? This is something else. We were paying attention to this problem, have expressed our thoughts on it [4, p. 180 - 188; 5; 6; 7; 9]. And for its actualization, we submit Yakuta: "... And this inhabited part [is] between the equator and the North Pole. It is divided into seven climates, about the form definition (opt. qualities, image, nature) of which they argue, as we will talk about it [below]. People argue about the idea whether the seven climates are both in the North and in the South, or only in the North, without the South? Hermes states that there are seven climates in the South as well as in the North. But they say that this statement can not be relied on because of lack of evidence. Most state that seven climates [are] only in the North because of the fact that there are many population, and in the South it is too small [for division into climates], so only to the North is divided into the climate “[36, I, p. 41]. It is evident that to the Earth geography al-akalim has an approximate attitude, because their formation depends on the presence of people in the locality. So today, without proper definition of the concept of “climate” and the study of what we were wanted to be said about it by ancient scientists (and this is the scope of work of historians), this problem can not be solved.

And here we note one remarkable moment: we discovered unique coincidences in describing by Augustine and Ibn Tufayl of one phenomenal event [8]. What's interesting: Augustine described, according to him, “time”, and Ibn Tufayl described that can be called “internal space”. Modern valeologists call it “light”, however optical physics calls it - a holographic paradigm. Perhaps here we come to the topic of “climates”? As you can see, there is already an interesting topic for interdisciplinary research.
Conclusion. We are confident that interdisciplinaryism is an urgent need of the present time, because all the most recent significant scientific discoveries have been made precisely at the junction of the sciences. We are convinced that the historic science will not be an exception to this. At the same time, we can not but note, the scientists should not to hurry with the change of the philosophical principle of anthropocentrism to anthropomorphism just in connection with the advent of new discoveries in the field of physics of the latest philosophical theories (the same eonosphere). Here is caution required. Physicists, in our opinion, are too naive both in terms of religious consciousness and in their relation to religion, and they make here many mistakes., It is, of course, necessary to study and use old, but Marx’s statement: “The Dead Grabs Alive” it is impossible to ignore too. Until the scientists have developed at least the foundations of science about the “Space” and their effects on humanity (and effects can be both positive and negative), it is impossible to refuse anthropocentrism. There is a risk to get in the no less dependency than it was before and from which humanity was separated 99,000 and 800 years from its 100,000-year-long presence on the planet. This dependence, we emphasize, was overcome only with the beginning of the development in human the scientific thinking. The fact that Teilhard de Chardin called “living Psyche” (and Goethe called das Dämonische, returning positive, inherent to the times of Antiquity, understanding) – is a very ambiguous phenomenon and very totalitarian. And although this is a separate topic, it is also worth to draw our attention to it.
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